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Children Literature:History and Contemporary Needs
This article surrounds efforts made to create "Children Literature" right

from the mother's lap through different ages to the current scenario and

negates the common comment that "no attention is being made to

create children literature". Hundreds names have been listed who

contributed towards children literature. The contributions made in

different ages i.e. Ameer Khasroo, Ghalib, Allama Iqbal, Sufi Tabassam, 

and Ibn-e-Safi etc. have been discussed to eleborate efforts and 

importance of the issue. The article also focuses on the basic and dire 

need to create children literature which plays a pivotal role in shaping

personality of a citizen. The kind of literature i.e. poetry, story, novel,

cartoons etc have been discussed and stress has been made towards

creation of interest of children with books, rather than full turning to

electronic sources of the current age.  The article also highlights the

institutional role like government, publishers and their contributions. This 

article can be used as basic source to explore further.                                               
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Doha Do'ha;  A SAUDANEE NURSERY RHYME

He performed Haj at Mecca

and brought me back a cake

The cake is in the cupboard.

The cupboard wants a key.

The carpenter has a key.

The carpenter wants an adze

The simith has got the adze

The smith he wants good money

The king has got the mondy

The king he wants a bride

The bride she wants a handcercheif

The babies want their milk

Oh cow has got the milk

The cow she wants her grass

The grass grows by the hill 

The hills are wanting rain

O Lord, thout, sendest rain
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